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irst- and second-generation photovoltaics (PV)1 are composed of well-understood materials such as crystalline
silicon (c-Si) and cadmium telluride (CdTe),
respectively. Despite great progress on performance and cost in these technologies,
there remains a keen interest in deﬁning
pathways to technologies that oﬀer cost
per watt-peak ($/WP) of electrical power generated that will compete, unsubsidized, with
legacy electricity generation technologies.
Organic and other low-temperature solution-processed solar technologies have also
seen great strides. Present-day power conversion eﬃciencies (η) of the best organic
and polymer solar cells, combined with low
materials and manufacturing costs, enable
remarkably low costs per watt-peak at the
module level. However, in all solar technologies, it is imperative to account also for
balance of systems (BoS) costs associated
with complete installations. BoS costs include factors such as the mechanical racking, installation labor, inverters, and other
mechanical and electrical components. The
installed cost in ($/WP) is given by eq 1:
costinstalled ¼

costmodule =m2 þ BoS=m2
η 3 Incident Light Intensity
(1)

An extreme example illustrates the need
for solar cells to exceed a certain threshold
eﬃciency in order to be economically compelling. Aggressive forecasts for BoS reduction foresee $100/m2 costs within a coming
decade.2 A low-cost solar module technology oﬀering 10% power conversion eﬃciency can, in view of the sun's 1000 W/m2
peak insolation, oﬀer in the best case $1/WP,
in the limit of zero module cost.
This extreme illustration, one in which the
module maker earns zero revenue, leads to
a compelling installed cost. Using more
feasible numbers from the module producer's perspective, such as a still-aggressive
target module cost of $0.5/WP, and the
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Colloidal Quantum Dot Photovoltaics:
A Path Forward

ABSTRACT Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs) oﬀer a path toward high-eﬃciency photovoltaics

based on low-cost materials and processes. Spectral tunability via the quantum size eﬀect facilitates
absorption of speciﬁc wavelengths from across the sun's broad spectrum. CQD materials' ease of
processing derives from their synthesis, storage, and processing in solution. Rapid advances have
brought colloidal quantum dot photovoltaic solar power conversion eﬃciencies of 6% in the latest
reports. These achievements represent important ﬁrst steps toward commercially compelling
performance. Here we review advances in device architecture and materials science. We diagnose
the principal phenomenon;electronic states within the CQD ﬁlm band gap that limit both current
and voltage in devices;that must be cured for CQD PV devices to fulﬁll their promise. We close with
a prescription, expressed as bounds on the density and energy of electronic states within the CQD
ﬁlm band gap, that should allow device eﬃciencies to rise to those required for the future of the
solar energy ﬁeld.
KEYWORDS: quantum dot . nanocrystal . mobility . defect density . monodispersity .
architecture . diﬀusion . solar cell . photovoltaic

same aggressive BoS cost of $0.5/WP, leads
to the same compelling installed cost of
$1/WP. This more feasible illustration demands a 20% solar power conversion eﬃciency at a module level.
In sum, ﬁnite BoS cost has one unavoidable implication: if cost and eﬃciency can to
some degree be traded oﬀ, they can only be
exchanged down to some minimum acceptable threshold eﬃciency. While experts
diﬀer on the precise ﬁgures, it is easy to
see that any solar technology that is in its
development stages today must oﬀer a
clear path to 15% or greater solar power
conversion eﬃciency, no matter how low its
module cost.
Colloidal Quantum Dot Photovoltaics. CQDs
are semiconductor nanoparticles synthesized in, and processed from, the solution
phase. Their processing into thin films is
most often carried out at or near room
temperature. These materials offer strong
optical absorption due to the direct bandgap as well as the light weight and low
materials and fabrication costs featured in
third-generation photovoltaic technologies.
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Figure 1. CQD PV performance progress since 2005. Blue
squares = Schottky, green triangles = CQD-sensitized solar
cells, red circles = depleted heterojunction, purple stars =
depleted bulk heterojunction, and cyan upward triangle =
quantum funnel. The best AM1.5 device eﬃciency achieved
has been η = 6%. Gold diamonds represent tandem (doublejunction) architectures with the eﬃciency of the best device
achieving η = 4.2%. Each point is labeled with the corresponding reference number.

Importantly, CQDs also oﬀer an avenue to high
eﬃciency via optimal utilization of the sun's broad
spectrum. While this article will later discuss signiﬁcant
materials engineering challenges that remain, CQDs'
capacity to be band-gap-tuned to spectral positions
optimal for eﬃcient visible and infrared harvesting
ensures that there exist no fundamental obstacles to
achieving compelling high solar power conversion
eﬃciencies.
Quantum dots' band gap is readily tuned, at the
time of synthesis, simply by changing the nanoparticles' physical dimensions. This feature facilitates
the use of a single materials system to fabricate
multiple-junction solar cells ;photovoltaic devices
consisting of a number of diﬀerent band gap materials, each optimized to the eﬃcient conversion of
energy within a limited spectral band. Whereas
single-junction solar cells are fundamentally limited
to 31% ultimate solar power conversion eﬃciency at
1 sun, optimal tandem cells oﬀer an eﬃciency
asymptote of 42% and triple-junction of 49%.3,4
Thus, once successfully engineered to fulﬁll even a
reasonable portion of its underlying potential, CQD
solar technology oﬀers a strategy to increasingly
high eﬃciencies that overcome the inevitability of
ﬁnite BoS costs.
Recent Progress in CQD PV. The ultimate performance
figure of merit of a solar cell;its power conversion
efficiency, η;can be deconstructed into three multiplicative components: short-circuit current density
(JSC), open-circuit voltage (VOC) and fill factor (FF) as
shown in eq 2
ηAM1:5 ¼

JSC  VOC  FF  A
Pin
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(2)

where Pin is the incident optical power, A is the device
area, and the subscript AM1.5 is the solar insolation
(both in intensity and spectrum) standard.
The η has progressed in the past six years from
sub-1% in early reports59 through the low single
digits1022 to over 5%2326 and most recently a 6%27
report. Within the last year, there has also been progress on multiple-junction CQD solar cells to over
4%.28,29 Figure 1 illustrates this progress graphically.
These rapid advances have been achieved through
two general categories of improvement. First, there has
been an increased depth of knowledge in the materials
science of CQD thin ﬁlms. This includes the development of new types of CQD materials,10,12,19,30,31 progress in understanding the electronic transport and
recombination mechanisms at play in CQD ﬁlms,3237
and innovations in materials processing that have led to
correspondingly enhanced electronic materials properties (Figure 2).27,38,39 In parallel, device architectures
(Figures 2 and 3) have progressed in response to the
potential and the present-day limitations of CQD ﬁlms
viewed as prospective photovoltaic materials (Table 1).
In this review, we ﬁrst describe the innovative
device designs that have been used to date and outline
the most promising designs for moving the performance bar further forward. We will then describe the
advances in materials chemistry and characterization
that will support existing architectures and enable new
and improved strategies.
Improving Performance through Device Architecture Innovations. Early progress in CQD PV device performance
was achieved through engineering of the readily fabricated Schottky CQD solar cell.10,12,14,16,22 A thin film of
CQDs is contacted ohmically on one side via a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) and on the other side
using a shallow work function metal at which a significant built-in potential is established relative to the
(natively p-type) CQD film. Indium tin oxide (ITO) is
typically used as the ohmic TCO, while aluminum and
magnesium have been widely used as the shallow
work function metal. Figure 2a shows the device
architecture along with a corresponding spatial band
diagram.
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Figure 2. Single-junction CQD solar cell architectures. (a) Schottky CQD solar cell. (b) Depleted heterojunction CQD solar cell.
(c) Depleted bulk heterojunction CQD solar cell. (d) CQD-sensitized solar cell. Also shown are the electron band diagrams of
each architecture as indicated. Note that the depleted heterojunction and depleted bulk heterojunction solar cells share the
same band diagram, with the only diﬀerence being the larger volume of CQDs within the depletion region due to the
interfacial higher surface area between the TiO2 and CQD ﬁlm.

TABLE 1. Features and Challenges in CQD PV
feature

challenges

inexpensive to synthesize and process
light weight
processable from solution
processable at low temperatures
strongly optically absorbing
band gap tunable via size-eﬀect tuning

diﬃcult to dope controllably
low charge carrier mobility
high surface trap density
incomplete mechanistic understanding of transport and recombination
synthesis dependence of materials behavior incompletely understood

In parallel, CQD-sensitized solar cells (CQD-SSCs)7,13
emerged from the foundations of dye-sensitized solar
cells (DSSCs)40 and take similar advantage of the high
interfacial areas between a nanoporous TCO, such as
TiO2 or ZnO, and the light absorbing material. By
substituting CQDs for the molecular dye typically found
in DSSCs, it is possible to extend the absorptive range
beyond the cutoﬀ wavelengths of ruthenium-based
dyes. CQDs absorb light, whereupon excitons dissociate,
with rapid electron injection into the TiO2 and hole
extraction to the platinum back contact through an
electrolyte. Figure 2d shows the device architecture
along with the corresponding electron band diagram.
CQD PV reached above 5% solar power conversion
eﬃciency for the ﬁrst time with the advent of the
depleted heterojunction (DH)11,18,20,21,23,24,26,27 architecture (Figure 2b). DH devices coat a wide-band-gap
semiconductor such as TiO2 or ZnO with CQDs. In
contrast with CQD-SSCs, and in resemblance with
Schottky CQD cells, DH devices exploit transport of
electrons and holes through a many-layer CQD ﬁlm.
KRAMER AND SARGENT

Today, this ambipolar transport occurs successfully
(i.e., without undue recombination) over a distance
equal to the sum of a depletion region and a minority
carrier diﬀusion length;typically limiting the currentcontributing CQD layer thickness to 100300 nm.
While CQD ﬁlms can absorb nearly all visible wavelength light in a single pass through this thickness,
near-infrared colors are only partially absorbed. This
limitation may be termed an absorption versus extraction trade-oﬀ arising from electronic transport limits in
CQD ﬁlms further detailed below.
Depleted bulk heterojunctions (DBH)15,25 (Figure 2c)
provide an architecture solution to this present-day
materials limitation: they employ an inﬁltrated nanoporous architecture to extend the photon interaction length
while maintaining a short exit route for electrons. Electrons, the current-limiting carrier in most CQD solar cells,
are collected laterally into the nearest vertical instance of
the TiO2 or ZnO matrix.
Tandem and multijunction solar cells exploit facile
layering of size-eﬀect-tuned quantum dot layers
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Figure 3. (a) Device architecture and band diagram for the
tandem CQD cell using a graded recombination layer (GRL).
The diﬀerent sizes and colors of the representative CQD
layers illustrate that diﬀerent sizes of CQDs were used for
junctions 1 and 2 within the tandem architecture. Purple
arrows indicate the location of recombination of holes from
the front cell and electrons from the back cell. JpR and JnR
must be equal in order to satisfy the current matching
condition and thus get voltage addition. (b) Device architecture and band diagram for the quantum funnel solar cell
where diﬀerent sizes and colors of the representative CQD
layers illustrate that diﬀerent sizes of CQDs were used to
form the quantum funnel.

having multiple, diﬀerent, optimally chosen band
gaps.28,29 The tandem cells reported employ two
stacked DH cells, where the upper metal contact of
the bottom cell and lower transparent contact of the
top cell are replaced using a transparent, carefully
engineered recombination layer. The recombination
layer enables holes generated in the bottom cell to
recombine with electrons generated in the top cell,
maintaining charge neutrality in the overall device and
facilitating current matching. These ﬁrst reports utilize
CQDs with band gaps close to the two ideal tandem
band gaps.3 Further progress will be achieved once the
electron-accepting electrodes are optimized for the
band structures of these quantum-tuned light
absorbers.26 Figure 3a shows the device architecture
and corresponding electron band diagram with purple
arrows indicating the location of recombination of
holes from the front cell with electrons from the
back cell.
Band gap engineering of colloidal quantum dots
began with optical-domain studies of materials and
ﬁlms.41 Building on these advances, early eﬀorts at
engineering optoelectronic devices based on multiple
sizes of colloidal quantum dots were postulated and
initiated.4246 A new band-gap-engineered device architecture known as the quantum funnel solar cell has
recently showcased the advantages of multi-band-gap
KRAMER AND SARGENT

Figure 4. Modeled performance of the depleted heterojunction device as a function of electron trap density and
carrier mobility.

CQD structures in enabling enhanced device performance.17 This report;the ﬁrst to utilize tunability within
a given active layer;describes how a cascaded energy
proﬁle in the conduction band of the CQD ﬁlm selectively
guides electrons to the electron-accepting contact. This
enables more eﬃcient extraction of charge carriers generated in the undepleted quasi-neutral region in which
minority carrier diﬀusion is, at present, ineﬃcient. Because size-eﬀect tuning primarily inﬂuences the conduction band in PbS CQDs,47,26 electron transport is
enhanced without impeding hole ﬂow. Enhanced quasi-neutral carrier collection is an essential ingredient in
breaking the absorption versus extraction compromise
inherent in the DH architecture. Figure 3b depicts the
device architecture with diﬀerent sizes of CQDs near the
back contact depicting the quantum funnel. The accompanying band diagram shows the energy cascade in the
conduction band provided by the quantum funnel.
While much progress has been made, much opportunity remains for further advances in CQD PV device
architecture. One area of interest will be achievable
once it is possible to dope CQD ﬁlms controllably,
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a

experimental results
6%27*

parameter

CQD ﬁlm

electrode
a

2

band edge electron mobility (cm /V 3 s)
band edge hole mobility (cm2/V 3 s)
majority free carrier density (cm3)
conduction band
trap energy below CB (eV)
trap density (cm3)
valence band
trap energy above VB (eV)
trap density (cm3)
mobility (cm2/V 3 s)
free carrier density (cm3)

model prediction

N/A54**

0.03
0.03
4  1015
0.25‡
5  1014‡
0.25‡
5  1014‡
2.4
1  1016

16
1  1016

10%

15%

0.1
0.1
1  1016
0.22
9  1013
0.22
9  1013
2.4
1  1016

0.4
0.4
1  1016
0.15
8  1012
0.15
8  1012
2.4
1  1016
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TABLE 2. Roadmap to Improved Single-Junction CQD PV Performance

* = atomic ligands; ** = MCC ligands; ‡ = Trap energies based on spectroscopic measurements27; trap densities estimated to match performance in model.

either n-type or p-type. A pn homojunction could
oﬀer to expand the dimensions of the depletion
region, making it double-sided, thus further enhancing
eﬃcient carrier collection. A recent pn nanoparticlebased solar cell oﬀers a taste of this possibility:48 Bi2S3
bulk nanoparticles serve as an n-type layer and PbS
CQDs as a p-type layer. The ﬁeld awaits the improvements in JSC, FF, and particularly VOC that may be
achieved once this architecture and its constituent
materials are fully engineered.
Two physical mechanisms have attracted great
interest in the CQD community: hot carrier collection
and multiple exciton generation (MEG). Hot carriers
include photogenerated electrons that have yet to
relax to the band edge. If these carriers can be extracted from the CQD material, then an enhancement
in open-circuit voltage can be expected since the
energy of thermalization need no longer be sacriﬁced.
Hot electrons have recently been shown to inject from
PbSe CQDs into TiO2.37 The ﬁeld awaits with considerable interest the realization of solar cells that take
advantage of this phenomenon.
In MEG, a single high-energy photon generates
multiple lower-energy excitons, the latter possessing
the band gap energy. Here the challenge is to harvest
these multiple excitons before they recombine via
rapid processes such as Auger recombination. If it
can be successfully implemented in a CQD PV device,
MEG oﬀers the prospect of multijunction performance
(i.e., beyond the theoretical SchockleyQuiesser
limits49) in a single-junction device. The internal quantum eﬃciency (IQE, also known as the absorbed
photon conversion eﬃciency) provides a metric to
quantify the current output for each absorbed photon
as deﬁned by eq 3.
IQE(λ) ¼

hc
IOUT

 100%
λ PIN  %Abs(λ)

(3)

where h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, IOUT
is the output current, PIN is the input optical power, and
%Abs(λ) is the percentage of power absorbed at the
KRAMER AND SARGENT

wavelength, λ. Recent claims of greater-than-unity IQE
in a CQD device have attracted interest in light of this
prospect.50 A topic of ongoing research is the question
of whether CQD ﬁlms provide enhanced multiple exciton
generation relative to their bulk counterparts.51
Improving CQD PV Performance through Materials Science.
We now turn to the engineering of CQD materials that
meet the demanding requirements of photovoltaic
device engineering.
The transport and recombination parameters of a
CQD ﬁlm must be enhanced to allow for eﬃcient
extraction of the carriers generated by every absorbed
photon. The key optical property of a CQD ﬁlm is its
absorption per unit length, which one desires to
maximize above the semiconductor ﬁlm's cutoﬀ, or
band gap.
CQD ﬁlms have large absorption coeﬃcients that
enable close to complete above band gap absorption
in a material having ∼1 μm thickness. Unfortunately,
with minority carrier diﬀusion lengths reported to date
residing more on the order of tens of nanometers,32
extraction is eﬃcient only in the presence of a signiﬁcant built-in electric ﬁeld. The majority of current
in CQD today is thus dominated by drift instead of
diﬀusion.
While these have yet to be comprehensively characterized and catalogued, it is expected that CQD ﬁlms
will, largely because of their abundant surface area,
present many opportunities for the formation of electronic traps.52 Midgap states can capture both electrons and holes, accelerating recombination. Shallow
traps, while less fatal, do impede transport, leading to
activated hopping, and may also limit quasi-Fermi level
separation necessary to the establishment of a large VOC.
In Table 2, we propose an illustrative roadmap,
tracing the path from present-day PV materials properties and eﬃciencies toward high single-junction device
performance. PV eﬃciency steadily increases as minority carrier trap energy depth and density are decreased. Included also are state-of-art materials properties of CQD ﬁlms that account for the present-day
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Figure 5. Modeled performance of the depleted heterojunction device as a function of trap depth and either minority carrier
mobility (left column) or trap density (right column).

record of 6% eﬃciency. In all modeling results, traps are
represented by the single speciﬁed trap energy level
and density shown in the table. In the table and the
ﬁgures that follow, mobilities are represented as band
edge mobility values such as are typically extracted
from FET characteristics: the eﬀect of shallow traps is to
produce an eﬀective mobility smaller than this band
edge mobility via repeated trapping and delayed
emission.
This same optoelectronic model was employed to
generate the results of Figures 4, 5, and 6. The performance metrics are considered within four main categories: JSC, VOC, FF, and ηAM1.5. The contributors to FF
are further in the form of the shunt resistance (RSH) and
series resistance (RS).
As seen in Figure 4, decreasing trap state energy
and increasing the band edge mobility have similarly
beneﬁcial eﬀects on most parameters;hence the
diagonal equi-eﬃciency lines as a function of these
two orthogonally represented parameters. The exception is open-circuit voltage, which is limited by trap
state densities instead of by band edge mobilities.
KRAMER AND SARGENT

Photogenerated carriers that are consumed ﬁlling trap
states diminish quasi-Fermi splitting, hence Voc.
Figure 5 introduces the additional crucial parameter
of trap state energy depth. Once again, band edge
mobility and trap state depth can be traded oﬀ against
one another from the point of view of current but not in
the achievement of the open-circuit voltage needed
for high eﬃciency. Fortunately, once a suﬃciently low
trap state density (<1013 cm3) is reached, these few
remaining traps can be deep (0.3 eV) without impeding
the achievement of >14% single-junction power conversion eﬃciency.
Figure 6 investigates the role of device thickness. As
expected, increasing the thickness of planar devices
will provide compelling performance advantages once
mobilities, trap state densities, and trap state depths
are all brought suitably under control.
CQD Materials Characterization For PV Performance. We
now discuss materials characterization techniques to
identify the presence of these deep traps and quantify critical parameters such as free carrier mobility.
There are many techniques used today to determine
these characteristic values. They include time-of-flight
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Figure 6. Modeled performance of the depleted heterojunction device as a function of device thickness and minority carrier
mobility (left column) and trap density (right column).

(TOF),32 carrier extraction through linearly increasing
voltage (CELIV),32 admittance spectroscopy,53 and capacitancevoltage measurements.24 All of these experiments involve the fabrication of rectifying junctions
such as Schottky or DH devices, taking them beyond
the realm of straightforward materials characterization.
We instead put a focus herein on two characterization techniques that do not require the fabrication of
solar cells.
The ﬁrst simple tool is photoluminescence (PL). This
technique only probes optically active states and
therefore results in a very weak signal in materials
having high densities of midgap states. In addition to
highlighting, through its relative intensity, the presence or absence of recombination mechanisms that
will lessen PV device eﬃciency, PL can, through the
observation of (desirably) small Stokes shifts versus
(undesirably) large ones, indicate whether a material
is likely to provide a large VOC.
Field eﬀect transistor (FET)5456 measurements
provide a ready means to evaluate transport properties
in CQD ﬁlms. Here we emphasize as well the caution
that must be exercised in interpreting FET mobilities in
KRAMER AND SARGENT

the context of PV materials' promise. The transconductance slope allows the extraction of charge carrier
mobility through the conduction or valence bands,
while the subthreshold slope (S) oﬀers a glimpse at
the integrated density of trap states. S is deﬁned57 in
eq 4 as


kT
qxi pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S ¼
(4)
1 þ ( εs Nt  þ qNint )
εi
qlog(e)
where e is Euler's number, k is the Boltzmann constant,
q is the elementary charge, T is the temperature, xi is
the gate dielectric thickness, εi and εs are the gate
dielectric and CQD dielectric constants, respectively,
and Nt and Nint are the bulk and interface states of the
CQD ﬁlm and CQD/gate dielectric interface, respectively. Equation 4 does not allow for independent
determination of bulk states and interface states but
allows for an upper bound on both when the other is
taken to be zero.
We note that both linear and saturated mobilities
typically correspond to band edge values presented
in the ﬁgures above, and thus even high values do not,
on their own, conﬁrm the suﬃciency of a material in
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The ﬁeld of CQD photovoltaics has moved forward at
a rapid pace in recent years. The credit for these
advances goes to synthetic and materials chemists,
materials processing groups, and innovators in device
architecture. Much progress remains to be achieved for
commercially compelling eﬃciencies to be reached. In
device engineering, architectures that increase absorption, decrease the requirement from long-distance
transport, and exploit CQDs' band gap tunability oﬀer
considerable remaining promise. We propose that the
full potential of CQD device performance will only be
realized with breakthroughs at the materials level as
well;principally in the control over surface passivation in CQD ﬁlms. Innovative strategies in materials
chemistry that result in a reduction in the density, and
the energetic depth, of trap states will impact the CQD
ﬁeld;and the solar energy community in general;
tremendously.
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